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Abstract
Ideological and political course is the main carrier of ideological and political education for students. This paper firstly introduces the theoretical basis and practical basis of the research-based (guidance-inquiry-based) teaching model, and then analyses the new opportunities and challenges for the ideological and political education at the Internet era. Finally, it elaborates the application of guidance-inquiry-based teaching model in the ideological and political education of colleges and universities at the Internet age.
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The rapid development of network technology has greatly accelerated the progress of basic education curriculum reform. Research-based learning is aimed at transforming teachers’ teaching methods and students’ learning methods, and cultivating students’ innovative spirit and practical ability. It is a hot and difficult topic in the reform of basic education curriculum both at home and abroad (Lee & Tai, 2008). At present, the integration of research-based learning and information technology, especially Internet technology, has attracted more and more attention by educators. The development of network technology not only poses new challenges to ideological and political teaching, but also creates more favourable conditions. More attention should be paid to ideological and political teaching, but also creates more favourable conditions. More attention should be paid to ideological and political teaching, but also creates more favourable conditions. More attention should be paid to ideological and political teaching, but also creates more favourable conditions. More attention should be paid to ideological and political teaching, but also creates more favourable conditions. More attention should be paid to ideological and political teaching, but also creates more favourable conditions. More attention should be paid to ideological and political teaching, but also creates more favourable conditions. More attention should be paid to ideological and political teaching, but also creates more favourable conditions. More attention should be paid to ideological and political teaching, but also creates more favourable conditions.

Teaching Mode Design

The design of teaching model should be based on the teaching objectives, teaching content and characteristics of teaching objects, apply scientific and systematic perspectives and methods, reasonably select and design teaching media information, and develop an optimized teaching system structure, which includes multiple factors such as teachers, students, teaching materials and media, which are correlative and interactional (Lagrosen, Seyyed-Hashemi & Leitner, 2004). The design of teaching mode directly affects the teaching effect. Based on the basic law of students’ cognitive activities, and combining the characteristics of ideological and political teaching, the author constructs a research-based teaching model of ideological and political courses based on network (Karatas, Alci, Balyer & Bademcioglu, 2016).

Develop teaching objectives according to the nature of the course

The teaching of ideological and political courses requires the development of the political theory function while paying attention to cultivating students’ humanistic care. It is an important task to combine the social educational function of ideological and political courses with the individual needs of students in teaching. Therefore, at the beginning of the development of teaching objectives, we must pay attention to the individual development of each student as an important goal. While improving their political accomplishment, we must also pay attention to cultivating their ideological and moral qualities, and develop good social behaviors, and make them become the pillars of society in the future.
Develop teaching tasks according to the syllabus

Firstly, teachers should develop detailed teaching content based on the textbook. To adopt the MOOC mixed teaching mode, it is necessary to adopt the problem-oriented topic teaching mode. These topics are based on independent knowledge points. Each knowledge point is divided into modules according to logical relationships. Each module is divided into several small knowledge points for students to learn and test independently. Secondly, teachers collect teaching information resources according to the teaching content. Finally, teachers should prepare the teaching PPT, micro-course, mid-term and final-term tests according to the teaching resources for testing the learning effect of students.

Develop different teaching modules based on the teaching form

In terms of the teaching form, the ideological and political course can be divided into four teaching function modules, namely the teacher online module, teacher classroom module, student online module, and student classroom module. The four modules have different functions, with varied teaching tasks (Figure 1). This paper firstly introduces the theoretical basis and practical basis of the research-based (guidance-inquiry-based) teaching model, and then analyses the new opportunities and challenges for the ideological and political education at the Internet era. Finally, it elaborates the application of guidance-inquiry-based teaching model in the ideological and political education of colleges and universities at the Internet age.
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*Figure 1. The four modules in the teaching mode design.*

Theory and Research Background

Constructivism learning theory

Constructivism learning theory emphasizes student-centeredness and encourages students to actively explore, discover, and construct knowledge. The theory argues that learning is not just about teachers imparting knowledge to students, but that students use the necessary learning resources for the process of self-knowledge construction with the guidance of teachers and the help of classmates. This theory highlights the subjectivity and autonomy of students in the process of constructing meaning. In this theory, students are transformed from passive receivers of knowledge to active constructors, that is, actively discovering information, and participating in processing information; and the identity of teachers is also changed from initiators and indoctrinators of knowledge into the instructors, facilitators, collaborators and helpers of students for knowledge construction. The research-oriented teaching model of the ideological and political course based on the network is mainly based on the constructivism learning theory. This model incorporates factors such as students, teachers, educational information, educational media, educational goals, and educational processes into an organically
connected system that integrates knowledge transfer and various abilities into a range of specific teaching activities, both inside and outside the classroom (Ward, 2011).

**Humanistic theory**

Humanism emphasizes students’ learning from doing and encourages them to actively explore and participate, so that students can truly become knowledge seekers and the subject of meaning construction. Humanism education emphasizes the students' subjectivity, initiative and autonomy study in learning and the openness of the learning content and learning methods. It emphasizes that students should gain knowledge and abilities through independent exploration and research. It encourages students to conduct researches in learning, to learn in the course of studies, and eventually learn how to gain knowledge, study and create (Paswan & Ganesh, 2009). The teachers’ task is to guide or help students, instead of training or teaching students in the traditional education.

**Design ideas of teaching model**

The research-based teaching model of the ideological and political course under the multimedia network environment is a new ternary teaching model that integrates the network environment, research-based learning, and ideological and political courses. It is conducive to the construction of an open learning environment and the students’ role as the subject of learning, maximizing the realization of the organic integration between the network environment and classroom teaching model as well as strengthening the interaction between the teachers and students. In addition, through the use of multimedia and network technology, vast information amount in hypertext is input. The research-based teaching model means, based on the guidance of teachers, to adopt the collaboration approach, combine the course teaching content, and independently select research topics according to the text topic, make analysis and research, and write the research report by material collection and literature review (Kim & Richame, 2009; Li, 2012).

![Figure 2. The main aspects and tasks of the teaching model.](image-url)
This teaching model can be summarized into the following main steps: 1) According to the text, determine the exploration topic (scene creation, schema inspiration); 2) Task design, division of responsibilities (data search, questionnaire survey, group discussion) 3) Autonomous learning, and questioning inquiry (teacher guidance, answers to difficult points) 4) Results display (ppt courseware, thesis) 5) Effectiveness evaluation (self-evaluation, peer review, teacher evaluation). The main aspects and tasks of the teaching model as shown in Figure 2.

The Implementation Process and Practical Effect of the Research Teaching Model of the Ideological and Political Course under the Network Environment

Implementation process

Firstly, at the topic selection stage, the students learn a certain amount of ideological and political course online according to the teacher’s requirements, and then ask questions based on what they have learned and their own thinking or determine their research goals and tasks under the guidance of the teacher. Second, at the preparation stage, after the students identifies the research topics, teachers and students begin to enter the active preparation stage. Thirdly, at the implementation stage, the students by self-organization or group collaboration organize and analyse the collected data, solve problems through research-based learning, and then summarize and write the written reports or papers to form research-based learning results. At last, at the exchange and evaluation stage, students upload their results through multimedia to the results display platform for self-evaluation, peer review, and teacher evaluation.

Teaching effect analysis

One-year contrastive study was conducted in the teaching experiment. The two groups of students used the same teaching material, but in the different teaching models. The control group was conducted in the following normal teaching schedule: traditional classroom teaching was made four times a week, in which the comprehensive course occupied three classes hours per week, and listening and speaking one class hour per
week; in addition, there were two class hours for autonomous learning on an extracurricular basis. For the experimental group, the multimedia computer environment was applied to expand the classroom teaching, and the input and output activities around the same topic were carried out in the curricular and extracurricular teaching, highlighting the learning purpose of the research output; it was performed according to the experimental design model. About the ideological and political course, the special topic teaching was adopted, with one topic every week in term of the teaching content (Theodorakis, Kambitsis & Laios, 2012).

In this paper, the dynamic student model and its working principle in SQL learning were adopted. After the student logs in the system, the two-layer dynamic student model can be used to intelligently guide the students’ experiments, learning, testing and other activities. The system generally selects the student model to drive the corresponding database and generates users’ personalized experimental tasks, test topics, and learning resources etc.; by combining with the characteristics of the cognitive student model, the following data structure was designed in the SQL learning system to record students’ cognitive ability:

\[ SM = \{Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation, CorrectRate, ExAccuracy\} \]

where, Knowledge, Comprehensiveness, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation are the 6 parameters of cognitive ability, ExAccuracy and CorrectRate are the accuracy of the experiment and the correct rate of the test respectively.

The parameters of the student model are formed by the interaction between the system and the user. In the SQL learning system, they are mainly recorded through the activities such as resource learning, normal experiment, and comprehensive testing. It should be noted that when the system designs experimental tasks and comprehensive testing topics, each item has undergone cognitive transformation, that is, each item has an observation point of cognitive ability; if the test item passes, then this observation point of cognitive ability shall be 1; if failed, it shall be -1; if not tested, it shall be 0. Therefore, for each activity of the student, the related parameters reflecting one or more cognitive abilities are recorded in the student model database. The information on students’ cognitive ability can be summarized from the transformed test items.

In the vector expression \( S_i = (a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4, a_5, a_6) \), \( a_i \) is the correction rate of one certain cognitive ability:

\[ a_i = \frac{R_{ij}(1)}{R_{ij}(1)+R_{ij}(-1)} \]

Where \( 0 \leq i \leq 6, 0 \leq j \leq n; n \) is the number of all test questions performed by the student.

\( R_{ij}(1) \) is the number of correct answers of the i-th cognitive ability in the test so far.

\( R_{ij}(-1) \) is the number of incorrect answers of the i-th cognitive ability in all tests so far.

The average value of each student’s cognitive ability \( a_i \) will be updated to the student model library at any time, while the average accuracy rate of CorrectRate and ExAccuracy will also be updated to the student model library. Simple weighted evaluation and classification of model parameters are made for the model parameters, and then the research-based learning results of the ideological and political course under the network environment can be evaluated.
To verify the validity of the student model, 248 students were randomly divided into two groups. In the experimental group 168 students were selected in the SQL learning experimental teaching environment; in the control group 80 students were in the real experiment environment. With the same learning time, four tests were conducted (Table 1), where the average score of students in the experimental group was 16.29% higher than that of the control group. In the subsequent survey on recognition of student model, 152 valid questionnaires were received, of which the number of highly recognized, recognized, and unrecognized students was 109, 38, and 5 respectively; so the recognition of the student model in the experiment can reach up to 96.7% among the students. The result of experiment teaching as shown in Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Result of Experiment Teaching</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Experiment Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test 1</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>89.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 2</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>81.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 3</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>96.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 4</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Scores</td>
<td>75.475</td>
<td>87.775</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

The information society has brought college students a broader perspective, a more pluralistic choice of values, and a freer spiritual world, but also caused that “some college students have been faced with such problems in different degree as the confused political beliefs, unclear ideals and beliefs, distorted values, weak sense of integrity, lack of social responsibility, weakened spirit of hard struggle, poor unity and cooperation, and poor psychological quality”. The ideological and political education under computer network environment has completed a cycle of learning from classroom teaching to network teaching and then back to classroom teaching. In this process, teachers have fully played their guiding role, and also mobilized the enthusiasm of students to learn independently. The teacher’s response to each student’s question is not only a concern about his knowledge world, but also for his spiritual world, enabling students to exercise their independent thinking abilities, enhance their sense of social responsibility, and truly realize their thinking while acquiring new knowledge. Thus, the ideological and political course can truly realize the transformation from the teaching material system to teaching system.
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